
ADDASOUND is founded in Denmark by a highly experienced team of expertise in electro-acoustics field. The country has led the 
world’ s sound technology for a century; and the ADDASOUND team, whose members all benefited from solid academic 
accumulation of Danish universities, have also built an international reputation of innovation and excellence through a series of 
popular designs. In the past decade, these designs have won numerous major awards in the industry, including Red dot, CES 
Innovation, etc.

All these are based on our comprehensive understanding, abundant R&D experience and seamless cooperation on sound 
technology. The awards we have ever won were just an epitome of our pursuit of excellence: comfortable, delicate and stylish, 
without compromise on quality. This is where our confidence lies. With our innovation and market insight, we are on the way of 
building a global leading brand.

Our brand “ADDA” is adapted from the poems and tales of Norse mythology “Edda” , while “SOUND” highlights the nature of the 
industry as well as the vision of ADDASOUND: Sound changing the world. Through our persistent efforts on improving voice input 
quality, we are making sound serve us better. Thus, we will also be better prepared to embrace the era of intelligent voice 
interaction, which we believe will play an increasing role in each aspect of people’s life.

www.addasound.dk

STATE-OF-THE-ART
VOICE SOLUTIONS PROVIDER

LED BY AWARD WINNING
TEAM FROM NORDIC



OUR VISION

CRYSTAL SOUND
U-shaped memory headband

180° horizontal adjustable ear cap

270° rotatable/ bendable boom

Detachable cable features
quick hold & pick up function

Noise cancelling microphone
Noise cancelling microphone filters out background 
noise and highlights your voice

Wideband audio processing
150-6800Hz wideband audio processing ensures 
natural sound transmission

Volume control
112dB maximum volume control protects your 
hearing under intensive usage

Two types of easily replaceable ear cushions to 
choose from
- Soft leatherette cushions protect skin around ear
- Light porous foam cushions let your ears breathe

Headband, ear cap, and boom are individually 
adjustable to the specific habits of every user

Ultra lightweight design for maximum wearing 
comfort 

The ADDASOUND promises: Only environmental 
-friendly materials are used for our products

WEARING COMFORT

Leading Technology: Advanced Noise-Cancelling-Technology guarantees high-standard sound quality and best user 
experience. 
Simple Design: Nordic style design perfectly combines outer simplicity and inner excellence.
Delicate Details: From product to service, we look deeply into every detail to meet your every need.

CRYSTAL 2801

CRYSTAL 2802

www.addasound.dk

SUPERIOR ACOUSTIC QUALITY

www.addasound.dk

ADDASOUND Crystal 2801/2802 are particularly designed products to meet the 
special needs of contact centers. With professional acoustic engineering, our products 
deliver a high quality audio performance. In all different environments, crystal-clear 
communication is ensured while your hearing is protected attentively. The advanced 
ergonomic design of the ADDASOUND Crystal series allows you to wear the headsets 
comfortably over a long time, making your work efficient and easy. 

CRYSTAL 2801

CRYSTAL 2801/2802
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ADDASOUND CARES ABOUT YOUR EVERY REQUIREMENT：

bendable boom270°rotatable boom  180° horizontal adjustable ear cap U-shaped memory headband Replaceable ear cushions

 USB connector Hearing protection UC compatibility Reliability and Durability  First-class service and warranty

The custom designed noise cancelling chipset 
filters out background noise. A perfect quality 
call is hereby guaranteed.

Sub-Mic : Mainly collects environment noise

Main Mic: Extracts speech and environment noise

CRYSTAL 2852

EARABLE 
INTELLIGENT VOICE TERMINALW

SAM VE™ dual-mics noise cancelling technology filters out background noise to provide 
perfect call conditions
Full-duplex echo cancelling technology for a communication without interference
Enhanced Voice Extraction technology optimizes voice extraction effect
112dB maximum volume control protects your hearing under intensive usage
U-shaped memory headband, 270° rotatable/bendable boom, and 180° horizontal adjustable 
ear cap will meet specific habits of every user

DUAL-MICS NOISE CANCELLING TECHNOLOGY：

www.addasound.dk

CRYSTAL 2852

TARGET USERS:

Contact centers, Crowded office environments, Users who 
require high quality communication and wearing comfort

THE WORLD’S FIRST 
WIRED DUAL—MICS NOISE CANCELLING
HEADSET FOR CONTACT CENTERS

CRYSTAL 2852
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High Quality Communication

Classic Nordic Design

Target Users：
Professionals of call centers and office workers 

who require high quality communication and enjoy 

a stylish design

Wideband audio processing; also applicable to 
VOIP communication
Optimal design of sound chamber for improved 
call quality
Directional microphone noise cancelling filters 
out background noise
International standard hearing protection 
function protects your ear under intensive usage

Crystal 2821 / 2822

ADDASOUND CARES ABOUT YOUR EVERY REQUIREMENT：

Crystal 2821 Crystal 2822

Advanced evaporation technology to display 
textured appearance
180° horizontal adjustable ear cap and 270° 
bendable boom to fit custom need of every user
Ergonomic design for an extremely comfortable 
wearing experience
Ultra lightweight design allows all-day wearing

bendable boom270° rotatable boom 180° horizontal 
adjustable ear cap

U - shaped memory 
headband

Replaceable 
ear cushions

Quick disconnect cable Hearing protection UC compatibility Reliability and Durability   First-class service 
and warranty

www.addasound.dk

CRYSTAL 2821

CRYSTAL 2821 / 2822

Classic Nordic Design
Professional Noise Cancelling Headsets 
for Call Centers

ADDASOUND always keeps pace with the developments of the call center 

industry in order to provide headsets that meet the special requirements of 

professional users. With its strong R&D background, ADDASOUND made Crystal 

2821/2822 an ergonomic noice cancelling headset especially for call centers 

and noisy working environments. Start working even more efficiently now!



WORK 
COMFORTABLY

COMMUNICATE
           FREELY

PERFECT SOUND QUALITY INTELLIGENT FUNCTION

CVC dual-mics noise cancelling + Echo cancelling 
technology ensure clear sound transmission
Wind proof function reduces wind noise effect
A2DP support displays stereo sound 
aptX support provides CD class sound 
Over-the-head design prevents leakage sound

270°rotatable/bendable boom, and 
180°horizontal adjustable ear cap will meet 
specific habits of every user
112dB maximum volume control protects your 
hearing under intensive usage

Multi-Points support manages PC and cellphone at the same time
AVRCP support allows remote control of calls and music play
Voice prompt function prompts you for remaining battery capacity and 
connection status
Auto pairing mode automatically searches and identifies Bluetooth devices

V 4.0

10 M

12 Hours

 µ USB

Standby Time

Charge Time

Wearing Mode

Weight

Color

17 days

2 hours for full charge

Over-the-head

46 g

Black

1-year limited warranty

CVC dual-mics noise cancellation, 
echo cancellation, wind proof

Bluetooth Version

Other Performance

Bluetooth Profile

Talk Time

Charge Connector

Transmission
Distance

Service
and Support

ADDASOUND CARES ABOUT YOUR EVERY REQUIREMENT：

COMFORTABLE WEARING

EARABLE 
TERMINAL INTELLIGENT VOICE W

A2DP       AVRCP
HSP 1.2   HFP 1.6

270°rotatable boom  180°horizontal adjustable ear cap Hearing protection

Wireless/UC compatibility Reliability and Durability  First-class service and warranty

NATURE

穿

12
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TARGET USERS:

Office users who often answer calls and require high quality
communication and wearing comfort

HOURS 
EXTRA LONG TALK TIME Nature



V 4.0 Talk Time 

Standby Time

Charge Time

Wearing Mode 

Bluetooth Version

Transmission
Distance

Noise Cancelling

Multipoint
Technology

Operating/ storage 
Temperature

Weight

Color

Service and 
Support

Auto pairing

Bluetooth
Profile

Battery Type 

Charge
Connector

7 Hours

11 days

1.5 hours
for full charge

Over-the-ear

18g

0-40⁰C /
-20-65⁰C

Black

1-year
Limited warranty

CVC dual-mics noise-
cancellation, echo 
cancellation, wind proof

Manage PC 
and cellphone 
at the same time

A2DP     AVRCP
HSP1.2  HFP1.6

Search and identify 
Bluetooth devices 
automatically after
first pairing 

Lithium battery

Micro - USB

10 M

www.addasound.dk

EARABLE 
TERMINAL INTELLIGENT VOICE W

Hearing protection Wireless/
UC compatibility

Reliability and Durability  First-class service
 and warranty 

CVC dual-mics noise cancelling + Echo cancelling 
Multi-Points support manages PC and cellphone 
at the same time
aptX support provides CD class sound Le support 
AVRCP AVRCP support allows remote control of 
calls and music play
Voice prompt function prompts you for remaining 
battery capacity and connection status

ADDASOUND CARES ABOUT YOUR EVERY REQUIREMENT：

PILOT

DO!
WHATEVER
YOU
WANT 
TO
DO

PILOT

TARGET USERS

Users who want to communicate as freely as possible

www.addasound.dk


